AvantGarde

Mint unique NFTs based on your Ethereum address
Generated by a deep-learning algorithm
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NFT Vision Hack Tracks

🎨 3/ A scalable NFT Art Project
🎨 4/ Gaming & NFTs
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When deep-learning meets art
AvantGarde is an NFT experience that invites you to discover what deep-learning can bring to art creation. It aims to link
blockchain and art ecosystems to create generative and abstract pieces of art, fully personalized and unique.

Uniqueness

Image Generation

Decentralization

Each AvantGarde NFT is unique and
generated based on your Ethereum
address
with
a
deep-learning
algorithm. No two images are the
same.

AvantGarde uses TensorFlow, a neural
network architecture to output a
matrix of 3 values, defining RGB color
for each pixel location.

Your artwork will last forever. We use a
decentralized
ledger
and
store
images on IPFS to guarantee
ownership and availability whatever
happens.
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Image Generation
Tensorflow model source here

Wallet address
0xf2e...4673cf0
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AvantGarde uses Tensorflow neural
network architecture that takes each
pixel coordinate as an input

This network layer kernel bias gets
initialized by a deterministic vector
derived from your Ethereum address

The result is an RGB value defined for
the input pixel
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A new way for collecting NFTs

Automated Market Maker

Bonding Curve

Stay Safe and Sound

Nowadays, most of NFTs projects
enable you to buy a piece of art and
sell it on the secondary market. At
AvantGarde, we decided that it would
be fairer for our collectors to control the
market.
Indeed, we created an Automated
Market Maker where you can buy and
sell your AvantGarde token 24/7, with a
price updated in real-time.

What would be the value of an
AI-generated artwork?
That’s the question we wanted to
answer when we decided to create a
bonding curve that defines the price of
AvantGarde tokens. Each time a token
is minted, the price follows the curve
and increases, and each time a token
is burned, the price decreases. Thus,
the price is defined by the number of
circulating tokens and tends towards
balance.

The purpose of AvantGarde is to create
a trading-like experience with NFTs. We
created an immutable smart contract
acting like a safe to guarantee your
security: when you buy a token, your
funds go into a token pool and are then
used when an AvantGardist wants to
burn his artwork. No worries, buy and
sell at the right time and just take
profits!
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🤖 Technology Stack

Tensorflow image generation
Twitter & Discord hook

NodeJS Typescript

Ethereum
Blockchain

Decentraland
3D Metaverse

Tensorflow

IPFS

Redis
DB

Pinata.cloud

Vercel

Smart Contract ERC721
AMM Pool
Laptop &
Smartphone

The Graph Solidity

HardHat

Web3 applications

React

NextJS

Ethers.js

Serverless
function
Web3

3D Applications

Blender

Unity

DCL SDK

Wallet Metamask
Connect
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🪅 NFT Minting Workflow

IPFS
User connection

Serverless function

User calls
Ethereum Smart
Contract Mint
function
AvantGarde NFT is
minted

IPFS hash stored
on-chain

Image Generation

Image stored in
IPFS and Pinata

Message sent to
the user
on-chain transaction
with IPFS hash
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🔥 Scalability
With its colorful visual identity, AvantGarde is easily recognizable among other NFT projects. Unlike Crypto Punks,
Hashmasks or BAYC, AvantGarde has an unlimited supply and a constantly evolving price relying on a bonding curve
for a real trading-like experience.

+

-

Infinite supply

Computing power constraint

Bonding curve

Impossible simultaneous transactions due
to curve price movement

Unique generated NFTs
3D immersive experience in Metaverses
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Try it now!
https://avant-garde.gallery
AvantGarde in Decentraland
@avantgardenft
hello@avant-garde.gallery

The AvantGarde Github

